DNA chips are used for experiments on genes and provide useful information that could be further analyzed. Using the data extracted from the DNA chips to find useful patterns or information has become a very important issue. In this paper, we explain the application developed for classifying DNA chip data using a classification method based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Considering that DNA chip data is extremely large and has a fuzzy characteristic, an algorithm that imitates the ecosystem such as the PSO algorithm is suitable to be used for analyzing such data. The application enables researchers to customize the PSO algorithm parameters and see detail results of the classification rules.
Introduction
Biological science is being revolutionized by the availability of abundant information regarding complete genome sequences for many different organisms.
DNA chips enable at least thousands to millions of the DNA to be placed on a small spaced area. Biologists can experiment with genes by easily using DNA chips. After the experiments, an analysis process is needed. The data provided by the DNA chips could be represented as a two dimensional matrix, in which one axis represent genes and the other represent samples. The analysis process makes use of the data extracted from the DNA chips and performs various mining operations such as classification to find meaningful patterns in the data.
The classification algorithms for DNA chip data could benefit from using algorithms that imitate the ecosystem. These algorithms are adaptable to large scale problems using probabilistic search mechanisms. Among such algorithms the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (Falco et al., 2006) has recently emerged as an interesting candidate for dealing with biological data.
In this paper we provide a simple description of the application developed using the PSO algorithm to classify DNA chip data. The parameters for the algorithm can be changed for various experimental data and the details of the resulting classification rules are shown by the application.
Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
PSO is a recently proposed algorithm by James Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart in 1995 motivated by social behavior of organisms such as bird flocking and fish schooling. The PSO algorithm is not only a tool for optimization, but also a tool for representing socio-cognition of human and artificial agents, based on principles of social psychology. Some scientists suggest that knowledge is optimized by social interaction and thinking is not only private but also interpersonal.
The PSO algorithm works as the following (Falco et al., 2007) . A swarm of particles is created at the beginning. Each particle has a position and velocity value in a multidimensional space. Each position is assigned a value based on an objective function that guides the algorithm. Particles in the swarm exchange good positions among themselves and adjust their own position and velocity based on these good positions. Globally best positions that affect all particles as well as locally best positions which affect a subset of neighboring particles are remembered. As several iterations continue, the globally best position is updated and the final result gives the best particle position.
PSO-based classification system
The PSO algorithm was used to develop the DNA chip PSO-based Classification for DNA Chips 135 The analysis system can be divided into two phases. The first phase is creating classification rules as explained above and the second phase is applying the classification rules on new data to predict the class. The first phase of discovering classification rules is composed of two steps. The first step is the input pre-processing step where the analysis system gets data from the database and converts it into an appropriate data format so that it can be used in the analysis system. The second step is the training step using the PSO algorithm to create classification rules. An example for the training data is shown in Fig. 1 . It contains the sample ID, probe ID, Expression level, and class. The training data and test data are divided with a 10-fold cross validation mechanism. The particles of the PSO algorithm represent rules in the classification system. Each particle includes information such as the probe number, gene expression value, class, local accuracy of rule. The fitness of a particle is defined as the accuracy of the rule it represents. The position of a particle is updated by calculating the difference between the velocity in time t and t＋1. When updating the position, a fitness value of each rule is computed. And if the calculated fitness value is greater than the global fitness, then the current fitness replaces the global fitness. After the training process, many rules are produced and the best rules would be chosen as a final set of rules. Then the rule is applied to the test data and from the predicted class results we can compare them with the correct answers provided by the test data set to get the accuracy of the prediction. The second phase is using the rules discovered from the previous step to predict the classes for the new data set.
The PSO-based classification system is implemented with C. Fig. 2 shows the results of the classification rules found. The number of iterations can be customized by the user. The DNA chip data used was the AB 1700 mouse chip (1-dye) which was provided from Macrogen Inc. and was composed of 100 different genes and 24 samples. The number of classes is 2 and each class has 12 samples.
Discussion
The PSO-based classification system can be used for DNA chip data analysis. Several customization options are available but more options will be available in the future to customize the fitness functions and particles in some other applications. Some experiments showed that the algorithm usually provides rules with more than 90% accuracy and less than 70% of time to discover the classification rules compared to other traditional approaches such as decision trees. Future work will validate the performance more extensively and provide a more advanced user interface.
